This talk illustrated some of the maps that will be covered in the
forthcoming CCS monograph by Roger Hellyer and Richard Oliver on the
Ordnance Survey’s ‘smaller-scale’ maps: mainly the half-inch and
quarter-inch families.

The talk was given by Richard, with interjections from the viewers. It
included the story of how first the ‘true’ quarter-inch (1:253,440) and
then the ‘rational’ version (1:250,000) developed in Britain. It included
both slides of fairly familiar mapping, some that is less familiar, and a
few bits that were never published. As well as the outlines of the story,
various quirks and oddities were displayed, relating to railways and
aviation. Two of the slides follow: the tunnel at Idle Stop appears to be
an entertaining error, but the inclusion of the airship station at Howden
on the quarter-inch but not the one-inch is baffling.

This is an oddity on the rather obscure Bawtry and Haxey line: 1:250,000 Fifth Series sheet 11, edition A (1960) appears
to be indicating a tunnel in the midst of dead-level country! The one-inch Seventh Series (sheet 103) may actually be
indicating a short, unlabelled, section of ‘Track of Old Railway’, which was misinterpreted in compiling the 1:250,000.
The map legend is quite certain about the tunnel symbol! At this time the railway system on this sheet was still almost
wholly intact, and it is difficulty to find on the parent Seventh Series sheets any ‘tracks of old railways.’

This illustrates an apparent inconsistency on Third Edition England & Wales sheet 3 of 1921, in comparison with oneinch Popular Edition sheet 32 of 1924. Both show the factory at Barlow where four airships were built in c.1917-19; only
the quarter-inch shows that about 7 miles away at Howden, which lasted from 1916 to 1930. Is ‘security’ the answer?
(The site was transferred from HMG to Vickers in 1924.) But usually if a site was ‘secret’ it was thus at all scales! The
Howden works was dismantled in the early 1930s and deleted in 1946 from quarter-inch Fourth Edition sheet 3, but
remained on sheet 6… There is practically nothing to be seen on the site today.

